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1. Project Accomplishments:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Isolation of nuclei from frozen human kidneys by optimizing buffer components
Optimization of cell and nuclear capture
Identification of gene clusters; identification of glomerular genes.
Authentication of genes

E. Specific Aims:
Aim 1, 2: Isolation of Nuclei from frozen kidneys and RNAseq: We have performed both single
cell isolation from fresh tissue and nuclei from frozen tissues. We recognized that the two
sources of gene expression have merit and also limitations, listed in the Table below. Because
while nephrectomy samples are
abundant, biopsy tissues are
intensely limiting. As a result, we
have spent the better part of the
year redesigning the flow-capture
cells so that we have a high rate of
both nuclear capture. The flow cell
is made from polydimethylsiloxane
in
Dr
Sims
lab.
The
polydimethylsiloxane
has
embedded microwells 50um in
diameter. The reengineered wells
are arranged in parallel arrays so
that each cell or nucleus has equal
exposure to lysis reagents and
RNA capture reagents (each lane
has 30,000 wells; see Figure Below). The RNA
capture reagents are doubly bar-coded, once during
RNA capture and second upon conversion to cDNA.
The device is automated and scalable and solid state
meaning that the biochemistry of lysis and capture are driven automatically by programmable
pumps
(Sims
Scientific
Reports, 2016).
We have used human kidney
as a source of both cells and
nuclei for comparisons of bulk
RNA, single cell and single
nuclear RNA, with detection of
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7.28ng of cellular RNA and 22ng of nuclear RNA. Highly purified nuclei (and cells) were
confirmed with EM (Left, below) and by PCR (Right, below) for segment specific genes

Representative cellular (Left) and nuclear (Right) t-SNE plots are in the Figures Below
One of the nuclear clusters
was marked by anchor
genes including synpo,
synpo2, wt1 indicating
glomerular nuclei. Focus
on this cluster revealed a
host of channels (e.g.
Kcnma1),
secreted
proteins
(e.g.
Igfbp7),
receptors e.g Flt). Some of
the genes are already
known to be associated
with glomerulopathy (such as Pdss2, Plpp1, Timp3). We chose in situ to
authenticate gene expression. IGFBP7 is shown in Figure Left-it is known
as an AKI biomarker (Nephrocheck), but we found it at baseline in
tubules and most intensely in glomeruli (G). These data provide our
pipeline—biopsies from an array of glomerular diseases—completed
identification of isolation buffers, miniaturization of nuclear capture,
identification of lysis conditions- gene discovery in comparison to anchor
genes, authentication via in situ (most recently RNA-Scope), Protein
Atlas, Tabula Muris etc. In short, technical advances have been made to
maximize the amount and quality of information that can be obtained from biopsies. We will
upload our geneset once we complete our authentication.
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I was fortunate to work with the Susztak lab involving a novel kidney cell that we both identified
in a single cell mapping project by Dr Susztak.
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